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I am very honored to be here with you today. This is a very important day in your lives. It's a day of mixed emotions. You're feeling the satisfaction of finishing high school—the excitement of going on to college or getting out on your own—and the sadness of leaving familiar friends and teachers. You probably don't know whether to cheer or cry.

I'm sure you've spent some time today reflecting back on the past several years, thinking back on your high school activities. Lisa Bakken (Back-en), Kim Flickinger, and Kathy Floyd certainly remember all those winning basketball games, especially the ones that brought you two state championships.
RANDY BENSON, MARK DELAY, MIKE FAUTH (Fowth), MIKE REIMCHE (Rim-kee), ANDY SCHUSTER AND TODD WESTBY CAN PROBABLY STILL FEEL THE BRUISES FROM THEIR TIME ON THE FOOTBALL TEAM. LAST YEAR'S HOMECOMING HOLDS SPECIAL MEMORIES FOR SHAWN FOSSUM AND VICKI WESTLAND WHO REIGNED AS KING AND QUEEN.

CARMEN KNUDSEN WILL REMEMBER ALL THE ENERGY IT TOOK TO EXCEL IN TRACK. DANNY HARENKO WON'T FORGET THE HOURS HE SPENT WITH HIS BOOKS THAT RESULTED IN LANDING ON THE HONOR ROLL. KIM STELLFLEK PROBABLY HAS LINES FROM HER FAVORITE PLAYS RUNNING THROUGH HER HEAD. AND LISA PHILLIPS MAY BE THINKING ABOUT THE TASTY--AND MAYBE NOT SO TASTY--DISHES SHE CREATED IN HOME EC.

NO MATTER WHICH OF YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES YOU'RE REMEMBERING TODAY--YOU ALL SHARE THE MEMORIES OF WHAT IT TOOK TO BE THE BEST AT WHAT YOU DID. IT TOOK STICKING TO THOSE BASIC HUMAN VALUES OF SELF-ESTEEM, COMMITMENT AND HARD WORK.

I WANT TO SPEND JUST A FEW MINUTES TODAY TALKING TO YOU ABOUT THOSE HUMAN VALUES.
THE VALUES THAT WILL DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT WE LEAD FULL, RICH AND PRODUCTIVE LIVES.

When I think of values, I automatically think about my father. I'm sure many of you would think about your parents. My father has taught me more than any person I know about the importance of being true to our values. He hasn't done it with advice. In fact my father doesn't really give me much advice. He's done it by example.

Just what are those values that are so important?

For me there are two. The first come from Shakespeare: To thine own self be true. That's essential. Each of you is a distinct, unique, individual person. There is only one of you. There is nobody else like you. You are special.

You should do in life whatever it is that you individually want to do. Sure, you should listen to the advice of your friends, your teachers, and your parents. But after you've heard their advice, after you've thought about it, considered
It, digested it, be sure you do only what you yourself want to do. You are your own best authority.

Each of you will take a different path. Some of you will get married, some of you will get divorced. Some of you will have children; others of you won't. Some of you will pursue careers in business, in the law, in agriculture or in education; others of you will junk it all and go off to do something else. Some of you may become wealthy and well known; others of you won't be quite so rich and won't see your names in newspapers or magazines.

But none of that really matters. What matters is that it's your choice, not that of someone else.

I don't care what it is--whether it's something mundane like buying clothes or a car, or whether it's something daring or risky like changing a career or pursuing a dream. You do what you want to do--whatever it is that deep down
FULFILLS YOU THE MOST, IN THE BEST SENSE OF THE TERM.

IF YOU DO, I GUARANTEE YOU'LL DO VERY WELL.

THE SECOND VALUE **follows from the first**. Once you've made those decisions for yourself, honestly, whatever they are--then be sure you carry them out in the very best way you can. As my father once said, "anything worth doing, is worth doing well."

IT'S HOW YOU DO WHAT YOU DO THAT COUNTS. IN FACT, THIS MAY BE EVEN MORE IMPORTANT. THE MEANS MAY BE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE ENDS.

THAT "HOW YOU DO IT," **really comes down to a commitment to excellence.**

I BELIEVE THE WORLD IS MOST SHAPED BY THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE--A COMMITMENT TO BE, AT ALL TIMES, IN ALL PLACES, UNDER ALL CIRCUMSTANCES, THE VERY BEST THEY CAN BE AT WHATEVER THEY DO.
JOHN GARDNER SAID IT BEST WHEN HE WROTE: "AN EXCELLENT PLUMBER IS INFINITELY MORE ADMIRABLE THAN AN INCOMPETENT PHILOSOPHER. THE SOCIETY THAT SCORNS EXCELLENCE IN PLUMBING, BECAUSE PLUMBING IS A HUMBLE ACTIVITY, AND TOLERATES SHODDINESS IN PHILOSOPHY BECAUSE IT IS AN EXALTED ACTIVITY, WILL HAVE NEITHER GOOD PLUMBING NOR GOOD PHILOSOPHY. NEITHER ITS PIPES NOR ITS THEORIES WILL HOLD WATER."

THAT PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE, I HAVE LEARNED, COME FROM STRIVING WITH ALL OF ONE'S PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL MIGHT.

IT'S HARD WORK. THERE'S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR IT. BUT IT'S ESSENTIAL, AND VERY SATISFYING.

SOMETIMES YOU'LL MEET WHAT AT FIRST SEEM TO BE INSURMOUNTABLE OBSTACLES, DEAD ENDS. THAT'S WHEN THE WORK REALLY BEGINS. OR AS VINCE LOMBARDI SAID, "WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH, THE TOUGH GET GOING."

WINSTON CHURCHILL, IN HIS COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS TO HIS BOARDING SCHOOL, PUT IT THIS WAY:

It's no wonder Germany couldn't defeat Britain.

And remember to learn from your mistakes. Someone once said that wisdom is based on experience, and experience is based on mistakes. I've certainly found that to be true. You'll learn more from your mistakes--the big ones and the little ones--than you might imagine.

Be creative. Let your minds fly. Follow your curiosity. It's fun. Think of new ways to do old things. Challenge your assumptions. As Johnny Wooden, the revered UCLA basketball coach said, "It's what we learn after we know it all that counts."

Above all, laugh. Stand back. See the lighter side. Laugh at youself, in particular.
It’ll unlock new opportunities. You’ll see more. Besides, it’s fun.

Finally, be sure to revere and honor the mysterious and spiritual side of life. We don’t have all the answers, and we never will. We don’t even have very many of the answers. That’s good. The more we strive, mightily, and the more that we know--the more new questions we discover and the more we find out we don’t know. It is in that paradox that we find our clues.

This all comes down to putting your whole being into everything you do. If you are true to yourself--deep down and honestly--if you then strive with all your physical and spiritual might--then you really can’t lose. You’ll experience joy and sorrow, elation and sadness. But you’ll be able to look back with pride that you lived your very best. That will be your deepest fulfillment.

All of us--your teachers, your friends, above all your parents and family, hope that each of you is fortunate enough to reach that goal.

Good luck, and may God bless each one of you.